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Many HVAC engineers work their entire careers and retire 

without realizing that what they always thought of as Fan Static 

Pressure is not how ASHRAE, AMCA or the fan manufacturer's 

define Fan Static Pressure (FSP).   The concept of Fan Static 

Pressure is a purely "defined" one – there is no direct 

measurement in the field that corresponds to "Fan Static 

Pressure".  FSP is commonly confused by Engineers with the Fan 

Static Pressure Rise or Duct Static Pressure Rise.

Not understanding what the term Fan Static Pressure 

means is responsible for two kinds of mistakes commonly made 

by Engineers when dealing with fans: 

The f irst is that after f igur ing out al l  the duct system 

losses, which are Total Pressure losses, the Engineer  ends up in 

the Fan Static Pressure table for selecting fans.   

The second is that the wrong data from the f ield is 

gathered and then an attempt (unsuccessful) is made to 

reconcile this f ie ld data with the fan curve provided by the 

manufacturer.  

This post wil l  address both these mistakes and suggest how 

to avoid them. (Actually the second mistake is dealt here in 

Part-1 and the first in Part-2). 

The best way to introduce the concept of FSP is to first 

point out what it is not.  Let me show you a couple of fan and 

duct system sketches that wil l prove useful in understanding 

this subject.  

Figure-1 below, is a fan and duct sketch where the 

inlet/outlet duct dimensions match the fan inlet/outlet opening 

dimensions. 



Let me begin with stating that, Fan Static Pressure in 

Figure-1 is not (3 - (-2)) or 5.0".    

If this surprises you then this Post is especially addressed 

to you and after reading this you will better understand the 

concept of FSP as it applies to standalone fans. (We are not 

discussing air-handling units or packaged units).  

 

NOTE: A l l  pressures i n th i s  post  are  in Inches o f  Water  Co lumn ( ″WC).  

 

Abbreviations Used In This Post:  



In Figure-1, FSPR = DSPR, because for simplicity we have 

assumed the inlet/outlet duct dimensions match the fan 

inlet/outlet dimensions.   

Let us look at another example, and this time the duct 

sizes and the fan connection sizes do not match and therefore 

transit ions are required.  We wil l  make an assumption here that 

the Total Pressure loss through the added transit ion fittings is 

negligible.  (If not, then we would be forced to account for “Fan 

System Effects”, and that is a topic by itself for our Engineer ’s 

Notebook Series. We will stay clear of it in this post.)   

 

Refer to Figure-2.  Here again you see that Duct Static 

Pressure Rise is not Fan Static Pressure.  

We are frequently trying to reconcile readings from the 

field with the fan curves from the manufacturer and 

misunderstanding of the term FSP can make this an impossible 

task. 



When a fan manufacturer uses the term FAN STATIC 

PRESSURE, he means something very specific , and in his l ingo it 

is defined as fol lows: 

Fan Static Pressure ≡ Fan Total Pressure – Fan Velocity Pressure 

FSP = FTP - FVP 

Why this weird definit ion?  We will get into that in part -2 

of this post.  But for now we need to clarify what FTP and FVP 

are, and what data should be read in the field  so that the fan 

operating point can be plotted on the fan curve.   (Assume that 

our technician has done a good job of traversing, and there was 

a good straight section of duct to read – so the flow (cfm) 

reading is not an issue.)  

Let us look at the terms on the right hand side of this 

equation. 

Fan Total Pressure, FTP: 

There is no confusion here, FTP is a very simple concept 

and is defined as: 

FTP = Total Pressure at fan outlet - Total Pressure at fan inlet 

FTP = TPout – TPin 

So we are going to take Total Pressure readings with an 

impact tube at the inlet and outlet of the fan .  (As a s ide note,  

Total  Pressure read ings are a lways more rel iab le than Stat ic Pressure 

readings for reasons that wi l l  be d iscussed in an upcoming blog.)  

The algebraic difference between the outlet and inlet Total 

Pressures will give us FTP.  

Fan Velocity Pressure, FVP: 

Fan Velocity Pressure is defined as the Velocity Pressure at 

the FAN OUTLET plane. 

FVP = VPout 

FVP is almost always a calculated number.  The best way 

for field technicians to find FVP at any given f low is to f irst 



determine the Fan Outlet Velocity by dividing the actual  

measured f low by the Fan Outlet Area provided in the fan 

submittal data. 

Then: 

FVP = VPout = (Outlet Velocity/4005 )2 

  

 

Now putting it al l together:  

FSP = (FTP – FVP) = TPout – TPin – FVP 

For Figure-1 we have: 

(Duct Outlet area = Fan Outlet area), Therefore FVP = VP2 

FSP = 4 – (-1.5) – 1 = 4.5″ 

For Figure-2 we have:  

FSP = 4 – (-1.5) – 1 = 4.5″ 

Note that we did not use the duct velocity pressure VP 2  of 

Figure-2.  (Remember the definition calls for FVP to be 

subtracted, which is the velocity at the fan outlet.)  Note also 

that the FSP remained stable even though the duct size s 

changed. 

It is obvious now that if we were to mistake the Duct 

Static Pressure Rise DSPR (6″)  or the Fan Static Pressure Rise 

FSPR (5″)  for FSP then we would be making a big error.  It is 

hard enough to match actual f ield data to the fan curve without 

adding this error in the mix. 

In closing Part-1 of this post, I would l ike to urge you to 

select your fans based on the Fan Total Pressure, FTP.  This wil l 

simplify both fan selection and troubleshooting.  This whole FSP 

confusion is bypassed.  In one of my previous posts “Duct 

System Losses Are Total Pressure Losses ”, I have explained how 

all your calculations are TP based anyway.  This makes it much 

easier to match fans with the Total Pressure duty they wil l be 

asked to do. 



For fan selection tables that l ist FSP but not FTP, we can 

easily f ind FTP as follows:  Almost al l fan tables l ist Fan Outlet 

Velocity for l isted flow rates.  So all we have to do is convert 

this velocity to Velocity Pressure and add it back to the column 

FSP heading.  For example if under 3.0″ FSP we have 2000 FPM 

outlet velocity, then we are actually in the 3.25″ FTP column.  

(The Velocity Pressure of 0.25″ is added to 3.0″ FSP to get 

FTP.) 

In conclusion the three important points to remember from 

this Part-1 of the Post are as follows: 

1.  Fan Total Pressure is defined as:  

Total Pressure at fan outlet - Total Pressure at fan inlet  

 

2.  Fan Static Pressure is defined as:  

Fan Total Pressure – Fan Velocity Pressure 

It is ≠  the static pressure rise from fan inlet to fan outlet  

 

3.  Fan Velocity Pressure is defined as:  

The Velocity Pressure at the Fan Outlet 

 

In Part-2 of this Post we are going to take a closer look at 

the FSP and FTP and their relationship under different fan and 

duct configurations.  Although Part-2 will  be interesting for 

those interested fan pressure relationships, it is not nearly as 

important as this Part-1 content for young HVAC engineers  to 

master.  Ω  

 


